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ABSTRACT the recovery error can be bounded by
Recently, a series of exciting results have shown that it is possi-
ble to reconstruct a sparse signal exactly from a very limited number
of linear measurements by solving a convex optimization program.
If our underlying signal f can be written as a superposition of B el-
ements from a known basis, it is possible to recover f from a projec-
tion onto a generic subspace of dimension about B log N. Moreover,
the procedure is robust to measurement error; adding a perturbation
of size e to the measurements will not induce a recovery error of
more than a small constant times e.
In this paper, we will briefly overview these results, and show
how the recovery via convex optimization can be implemented in an
efficient manner, and present some numerical results illustrating the
practicality of the procedure.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Signal recovery from incomplete measurements
A standard imaging problem is to recover a finite signal xo C N
from a series of indirect measurements:
Yk = (Xo, k), k = 1 K. (1)
The measurements y are linear in that y = Dxo, where 1 is the
K x N matrix formed by taking the /5k as rows. We will be partic-
ularly interested in the case where K <K N, and we are faced with
a severely under-determined inverse problem. A series of recent re-
sults [1-5] have shown that if xo is sparse in that it has very few
significant components, it can be reconstructed exactly by solving
the convex optimization program
(P1) min llxll , such that (x = y.
To make the conditions on when xo can be recovered perfectly
precise, let T C {1, ... I N} be a subset of indices, and let 1T be
the submatrix formed by extracting the columns of b corresponding
to the indices in T. We say that I.T is a restricted isometry for sets
of size S if there exists a 6s < 1 such that
(1 - S) IcI112 < II@TCII2 <_ (1 + 6S) IICIIf2
for all coefficient sequences c supported on T, and all sets T with
fewer than S elements: ITI < S. Say we are given measurements y,
and call x the solution to (P1) above. If for a given S, the restricted
isometry constants obey the technical condition [4]
364S+ 3S <2. (2)
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X1- 2 < CSS-1/2 IIXO,S Xojjfl, (3)
where xo, s is the best S-term approximation of xo formed by taking
the S largest values of xo and setting the rest to zero1. If xo has S or
fewer nonzero components, the error in (3) is zero, and the recovery
is perfect.
The recovery result (3) is also meaningful when xo is compress-
ible, rather than perfectly sparse. Suppose that xo obeys the power
law
lxol(,) < C*n-l1p (4)
for some p < 1, where Ixo (n) is the nth largest component (by
magnitude) of xo. The primary feature of such vectors is that their
S-term approximations are guaranteed to obey a similar power law:
llXo - XO,S 11t < C S-l
where ae = lp -1/2, and xo,s is the vector formed by copying
the S largest components of xo and setting the rest to zero. While
compressible xo are not exactly sparse, they can be closely approx-
imated by vectors which are. For xo as in (4), the right hand side of
(3) can also be bounded by
S-112 * jXO,S Xollfl < C S-a. (5)
Thus the recovery error from partial information is on the same order
as the optimal S-term approximation.
Measurement ensembles which obey (2) for K not too much
larger than S are easily constructed. If we choose each entry of 1
as a Gaussian random variable with variance 1/K, (2) is obeyed
for [2, 3]
- Clog(N /K) (6)
with overwhelming probability (see also [5] for a different formu-
lation). We will refer to such a b as a Gaussian measurement en-
semble. Another example is the partial Fourier ensemble, created by
taking K rows at random from the discrete Fourier transform matrix,
and renormalizing the columns. With overwhelming probability, the
restricted isometry constants of the partial Fourier ensemble obey (2)
for
s <c. Klog'(NIK)
Combining equations (3) and (6) shows us how powerful the
reconstruction procedure is. First, let us envision a kind oracle pro-
cedure for measuring a sparse xo. Suppose that we know which
'Throughout the entirety of this paper, we will forgo explicit calculation
of constants which do not depend on the quantities of interest. These con-
stants will be denoted everywhere as C.
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components of xo are the most important (i.e. have the greatest mag-
nitude). If we form XO,K by sampling xo at the K "largest" locations
(and setting the rest to zero), the reconstruction error quickly goes to
zero as K increases:
IIXO - XO,K Ilf, < C * K-
where again o = lp -1/2, and the constant depends only on p.
Now suppose (more realistically, most would say), that we have no
such oracle information. Instead of taking K samples of xo, we take
K measurements again Gaussian test functions. Since (2) will be
obeyed for S as in (6), equation (5) tells us that
11-_ - XO 11f2 <_ C (log(N/KF,) .(7)
Thus the recovery error decreases to zero at nearly the same rate as
the oracle nonlinear approximation error, even though the measure-
ments are completely nonadaptive. The number of measurements we
need to take depend only on the inherent complexity of the signal.
The recovery procedure (solving (P1)) is very nonlinear. In spite
of this, it can be made amazingly stable to the corruption of the mea-
surements y. Suppose now that we observe y = 1xo + e, where e
is an unknown perturbation whose size can be bounded el2 < e.
In place of (P1), we solve the relaxed problem
(P2) min llxllf, such that PDX -Y11f2 <_
Call x the solution to (P2). In [4], it was shown that if the restricted
isometry constants for sets of size S again obey (2), then the recovery
error can be bounded by
11-X ollf2 < c. e + S-112* IIXO,S X0 11, (8)
where C is a small constant (C < 10 in many interesting cases).
Thus the error in the recovery is on the same order as the larger of
the approximation error and the size of the measurement error.
Finally, the methodology extends beyond the traditional sense of
sparsity. It is popular in the field of image restoration to model an
image xo as having a small total variation norm,
||X|TV = (Dix)2 + (Dv§x)2 (9)i,}~~~~~~i
where D h and Dv are the local difference operators the pixel in the
ith row and jth column in the n x n digital image (now N = n2 is
the total number of pixels):
Dh xc={(i + 1, j) -x(i, j) 0 < i < n-1Dijx0 ~ ~ 0<i Kn~
Dvx {x(i, j + 1)- x(i, j) 0 < j < n-1D Ox= =n
Thus ||X|TV is roughly the t£ norm of the discretized gradient of
the image at each pixel, and recovery via
(TV) min ||X|TV such that PDX- Y1f2 < 'e
x
produces the image with the sparsest gradient that explains the mea-
surements we have taken. From this standpoint, the theory for solv-
ing (TV) parallels that for the standard t, problem.
The next section shows how problems (P2) and (TV) can be
reformulated as second-order cone programs, and hence solve using
standard software. Section 3 presents some numerical results for
recovery via (P2) and (TV).
2. SECOND-ORDER CONE PROGRAMMING
It has been noted many times in the literature (most explicitly in [6])
that the problem (P1), also known as Basis Pursuit, can be recast as
a linear program (LP). The great advances in interior point methods
for linear programs made over the past decade (see [7, 8]) thus allow
us to solve (P1) for fairly large problem sizes.
Although they are not linear pograms, our relaxed problems (P2)
and (TV) can be recast as second-order cone programs (SOCP). A
SOCP is a program of the form [7]
min co{z s.t. IlAiz -bi I2 < ciz +di, i = 1, ...,P. (10)
Progress in solving SOCPs has virtually matched that of linear pro-
gramming; interior point methods [7, 9] exist whose performance (in
theory and in practice) is more or less the same as their LP counter-
parts.
It is clear how the relaxed t£ problem (P2) falls into the SOCP
framework. In lieu of (P2), we simply solve the equivalent problem
N
(P2) min >ui suchthat xj < uj, j = 1, . . ,N
X,U ii1 I'PX - YIIf2 < e
which is a 2N dimensional problem with N + 1 conic constraints.
With a little work, the program (TV) can also be recast as an
SOCP (see [10, 11] for a complete discussion). From (9) above, we
can write
IIXIITV=E IIDij1x 2
ij
where each Dij is a 2 x N matrix
Dij x DzJDD'x
Then an SOCP which is equivalent to (TV) is
(TV') min E uij such that IIDijxI2<2 ti
X,U 'x
iS 11@z~~I'D - YIIf2 <_ e
which is again a program in 2N variables with N + 1 constraints
(again, the index ij runs over each of the N := n2 pixels in the
image).
The problems (P2), (TV') can be solved using standard log-
barrier techniques. We adapt the generic technique presented in [7,
Chap. 11]. Let z := (x, u) be the 2N dimensional search vector and
fi(z) := IlAiz -b 112 (cTz + di)2, i = 1, ... I P be the set of
N + 1 inequality constraints. The SOCP is transformed into a series
of unconstrained problems parameterized by T > 0:
min CTZ +-E- log(-fi(z))i=Tiil
(1 1)
where the first N entries of co are zero, and the second N are one:
Co = (0 1)T. The inequality constraints have been incorporated
into the functional via a penalty function2 which is infinite when the
constraint is violated (or even met exactly), and smooth elsewhere.
As T -* oc, the solution of (11) approaches the solution of (10); in
2The choice of
-log(-x) for the barrier function is not arbitrary, it has
a property (termed self-concordance) that is very important for quick con-
vergence of (11) to (10) both in theory and in practice (see the very nice
exposition in [12]).
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fact, the solution of (11) is within (N + 1)/Tof the optimal value of
(10).
The subproblem (11) is solved for a series of values T,rr
1 ... R with Tr+l = PT' for some ,u > 1, and TR is chosen so
that (N + 1) TR is acceptably small. The idea is that each of these
smooth subproblems can be solved to fairly high accuracy with just
a few iterations of Newtons method, especially since we can use the
solution at iteration r as the starting point for iteration r + 1.
At log-barrier iteration r, Newton's method (which is again it-
erative) proceeds by forming a series of quadratic approximations
to (11), and minimizing each by solving a system of equations. Let
fo (z) denote the functional being minimized in (11). The quadratic
approximation of fo around a point z is given by
fo(z +-&) z + g 5z + I(2Hzz, z) := q(z + 6z),
where gz is the gradient
I
az = co +maEti
and Hz is the Hessian matrix
fi z)Vfz)
Hz = I E Vff)(fZ) (Vfi (Z)) + 1 E V 22fi(Z).
The 5z that minimizes q(z + 5z) is the solution to the set of linear
equations
THz =-gz. (12)
We see that at their core, interior point methods for solving (P2), (TV')
involve taking a series of Newton steps whose direction is chosen by
solving a K x K system of equations. At first, as K could be quite
large (on the order of 105 in the experiments below, for example),
this task seems quite daunting. However, if 1 and its adjoint (and
thus Hz and its adjoint) can be applied quickly (such as when b is a
partial Fourier ensemble), then this system itself can be solved using
conjugate gradients [13] or other similar algorithms.
With 6z in hand, we have the Newton step direction. The step
length s < 1 is chosen so that:
1. fi (z + s5z) < 0 for all i = 1, ... I m. We require the algo-
rithm to stay in the interior of the set defined by the inequality
constraints.
2. The functional has decreased suffiently:
fo(z + s5z) < fo(z) + as6z(gz, 6z),
where ae is a user-specified parameter (each of the implemen-
tations below uses o = 0.01). This requirement basically
states that the decrease must be within a certain percentage of
that predicted by the linear model at z.
To find such an s, we can use a simple backtracking line search.
Starting with s = 1, we decrease s by a factor of 1/2 until both
conditions above are satisfied.
The complete log-barrier implementation for each problem fol-
lows the outline:
1. Inputs: a feasible starting point z°, a tolerance rI, and param
eters ,u and an initial T1. Set r = 1.
2. Solve (11) via Newton's method (followed by the backtrack-
ing line search), using zr- 1 as an initial point. Call the solu-
tion z7.
3. If (N +1)ITT < i], terminate and return zT.
4. Else, set Tf+l = IT', r = r + 1 and go to step 2.
In fact, we can calculate in advance how many iterations the log-
barrier algorithm will need:
F
log(N + 1)- logj -loggT 1barrier iterations = log
The final issue is the selection of T1. In our experience, a con-
servative choice usually suffices; it can be set of that the accuracy
(N + 1)I1 after the first iteration is equal to the value of the initial
functional coj z
The authors have recently released a code package [14] that in-
cludes an implementation of this algorithm.
3. EXAMPLES
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of (TV) in recov-
ering photograph-like images from partial measurements with some
numerical experiments. We will examine the case where the mea-
surements are not only incomplete, but are also inaccurate by sub-
jecting y to two types of corruption: additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) and quantization error.
Our measurement ensemble 1 in these experiments will be the
scrambled Fourier ensemble, formed by taking a partial Fourier en-
semble and randomly permuting the columns. In practice, this en-
semble seems to perform as well as a "pure" Gaussian ensemble, but
has the advantage that 1 (and its adjoint) can be applied efficiently,
making our recovery procedure computationally feasible for images
with more than a few thousand pixels.
We measured each of the 4 well-known 256 x 256 pixel images
listed in Table 1 with a 25000 x 65536 scrambled Fourier ensemble.
Recovery results (obtained by solving (TV) with a small value of
e) for noise-free measurements are shown in Table 1; as a reference,
the size of the Daubechies-8 wavelet nonlinear approximation re-
quired to get the same error is also tabulated. From about 4 times as
many nonadaptive measurements, we are able to match the optimal
wavelet approximation.
The recovery is well-behave when the measurements are cor-
rupted by AWGN: Yk = (Xo, Ok) + ek, where eCk N/(O, (J2) for a
given value of (X. The size of the perturbation
_e12 is a chi-square
random variable with mean u-2K and standard deviation (J 2K.
The probability that
_e12 exceeds its mean plus two standard devi-
ations is small, as such we will recover the images by solving (TV)
with
62 = u-2(K + 2/2K). (13)
Recovery results for u- = 5 10-4 (for a signal-to-noise-ratio of
llxol lf12 /||ellf2 4.5) are charted in Table 2. In all cases, the
recovery error is about the size of c, indicating that in practice, the
constants in (8) are not too large.
The recovery is also stable in practice when the perturbation is
signal dependent. Instead of adding AWGN, we quantize the Yk
to the closest of 10 pre-defined, equally spaced levels, i.e. we limit
the resolution of the measurements to one digit. To choose c, we
use a crude (but effective) model for the quantization error. If the
ek were independent uniform random variables over the interval
[-q/2, q/2], e e2 would have mean Kq2 /12 and standard devi-
ation Kq2/(6 5). Again, we would expect e 112to be no larger
than its mean plus two standard deviations, so we will use
Kq2/2 + Kq2/(3 5). (14)
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Table 1. Noiseless image recovery results from solving (TV) with
25000 measurements (less than half the data). The bottom row is the
number of terms in a Daubechies-8 wavelet approximation needed
to match the recovery error.
| lLenna | Cameraman T Boats T FruitjjX-STV- X0112 0.0453 0.0400 0.0392 0.0262
Kwavelet 6557 8121 6857 6065
Table 2. Image recovery results. 25000 Measurements of the Lenna,
Cameraman, Boats and Fruit images were corrupted by adding white
noise with u- = 5 10 -4. The image was recovered in by solving
(TV) withe = 0.08. An example is shown in Figure 1 (c).
| lLenna | Cameraman T Boats T Fruit
XIIITV- XO I2 1 0.0866 0.0941 T 0.0837 T 0.0665
The results of the recovery from quantized measurements are
shown in Table 3. Note that the recovery errors are about 1.5 times
as large as the corruption error. Also note that despite the crudeness
of the model used to predict the size of the error, the value (14)
chosen for e is very close to the size of the actual error.
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